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How much hair do you lose everyday?
As you age, you not only grow less

hair but you can lose 50-100 strands a
day!

If you’re one of the millions who suffer
from hair loss and thinning hair then
you’ll be excited to hear there’s been a
major breakthrough.

In fact, this natural hair loss
discovery has already helped countless
men and women, from all around
the country, achieve thicker, fuller,
healthier hair.

And unlike today’s solutions…
• Is NOT a prescription or procedure

(so it’s side effect free)
• Is NOT a shampoo or topical (so

it’s not messy or oily)
• Is 100% NATURAL (so it’s safe to

use every day)
And best of all, it works in days not

months, to stop hair loss and regrow
longer, stronger, thicker hair.

Sound too good to be true? I thought
so too but that was before catching
up with the doctor who made this
discovery and then hearing from her
patients.

Top Hair Loss Doctor Makes a
Remarkable Nutrient Discovery

Recently, Dr. Susan Lin, considered
today’s leading expert in hair restoration,
announced she’s made a remarkable
discovery while working with patients in
her California Clinic.

Dr. Lin revealed that while treating
her hair loss patients with a special type
of plant nutrient called Lilac Extract, she
was able to regrow her patients’ thinning
and dying hair.

“In just weeks, most of my patients
experienced new hair growth and less
shedding without any additional changes
to their daily regimen” said Lin in a
recent interview.

Dr. Lin explained the secret to her
discovery is in the Lilac Extract’s unique
ability as an antioxidant, which protects
the scalp from free radicals, which many
experts believe to be the #1 cause of hair
loss in men and women.

You see as you get older, your body’s
ability to produce antioxidants becomes
impaired. When this happens, you lose
the ability to fight off free radicals.
Ultimately, these deadly chemicals make
their way into your scalp, affecting your
hair follicles.

After making this discovery and seeing
how well it worked with her patients,
Dr. Susan Lin decided to formulate Lilac
Extract along with six other powerful
ingredients into a formula called “MD
Nutri Hair”.

Guaranteed to Stop Hair Loss
and Improve Hair Thickness
MD Nutri Hair is one of the first

physician-formulated supplements designed
for men and women who are experiencing
hair loss.

Along with Lilac Extract, MD
Nutri Hair contains six other powerful
antioxidants and phytonutrients that are
scientifically proven and unconditionally
guaranteed to:
• FIGHT and PROTECT your scalp

from harmful free radicals that
cause hair loss

• IMPROVE the appearance of
thinning hair

• PROMOTE stronger, longer, fuller
hair

• RELIEVE itchy dry scalp and protect
against fungal overgrowth

The Latest Advancement in
Plant Stem Cell Technology

So why does MD Nutri Hair seem
to work so well? The secret is in the
technology.

Dr. Lin is one of the first to take
advantage of a new breakthrough
in hair loss called “plant stem cell
technology”.

Lin explains “My formulation
takes advantage of recent advances in
plant tissue culturing. We are able to
selectively harvest cells from certain
plants and generate cultures rich in plant
stem cells and complex compounds that
can act as natural liposomes to deliver

powerful antioxidants and factors
needed to protect and fortify “anti-
aging” skin cells.

And unlike today’s ineffective,
cleverly marketed products, Nutri Hair is

• FAST ACTING - works in days
rather than months

• DRUG FREE - so there are no side
effects

• CONVIENENT - just one small
capsule a day

MD Nutri Hair Sets New Industry
Standard with a Natural

Solution for Problem Hair
Skeptical? I don’t blame you at all…
I know you’ve heard every claim (and

then some) when it comes to vitamins
and supplements. I have too. As a health
reporter, I’m constantly bombarded with
mailings and phone calls from sales
people trying to get me to review their
product.

And my response to all of them is
“show me your happy customers” — and
that’s exactly what Dr. Susan Lin did
when we asked…

“Because both of my parents have hair
loss, I started to have thinning hair in my
20’s and more severe after childbirth. I
tried everything (except for prescription
medications) and was frustrated. Got to a
point I needed to wear extensions to make
my hair look fuller. Now my hair is full –
because of taking MD Nutri Hair. Noticed
my scalp does not get greasy anymore and
I can stop shampooing every day. I will
always take the product to keep my hair
full and healthy” – Lynn

“I saw significantly less hair shedding
after one month of using MD Nutri Hair”
– Joan

“After 2 months of use, my hair was
noticeably thicker” – NH

“After one month I’ve now stopped
wearing a hat to cover my bald spot …
will continue to use” – Chris

“I am so grateful I found Nutri Hair.
I have been experiencing serious hair
loss since 2009. I tried various topicals
without effect. The hair was so fine and
weak ever since. I searched the MD Hair
Restoration web site and discovered
Nutri Hair which sounded promising.
It’s now my fourth bottle. I noticed
significantly less hair shedding and the
hair density seems to have improved.
I will now add Scalp Essentials to the
routine hoping to further address the
scalp grease and irritation problem.
Thank you so much for producing such
wonderful products” – Kiki

Special Opportunity For The
Winona Daily News Readers
This is the official release of MD

Nutri Hair in your area. We are offering
a special discount supply to those who
call within the next 48-hours. Readers
can receive a full 60 days to try MD
Nutri Hair at home completely Risk
free.

That’s how confident we are that
our MD Nutri Hair Formula will work
for you. A regional Order Hotline has
been set up for you that you can call to
take advantage of this special risk free
opportunity. And...If you call today we
are offering a limited number of FREE 30
day bottles as part of our “Fix My Hair”
special promotion.

Call 1-800-267-5406 to receive a full
60 day risk free trial and to find out how
to get a 30 day supply absolutely free.

It’s 100% risk-free. If MD Nutri Hair
doesn’t improve the look and feel of your
hair, giving you fuller more dense hair -
you won’t pay a penny.

Important: You must call immediately
to take advantage of this limited offer. If
the lines are busy keep trying, all calls
will be answered.

Dr. Lin’s Recent Discovery
Helps Those with Hair
Loss and Thinning Hair
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Dr. Lin graduated from
Boston University School
Six Year Medical Program
with a NIH Cancer Research
Fellowship. She completed
her postdoctoral training in
Obstetrics and Gynecology
at Kaiser Permanente
Oakland, Felix Rutledge
Oncology Fellowship at MD

Anderson Cancer Center and Galloway Fellowship in
Gynecologic Oncology at Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center. It’s great when science meets reality
and that is what MD® is all about.

“From Bald to Bold…Lifeless to Lavish” Here’s
The New Way Millions of Men and Women are
Stopping Hair Loss and Growing Thicker Hair

Men and Women are cancelling expensive
appointments, treatments and prescriptions
for fixing their damaged hair, turning
instead to Dr. Lin’s all-natural formula.
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